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Detroit sets the backdrop for this arduous love tale. Sisters Hill, Haven and Hailo live a lavish life

built off the wealth of other people. With the help of one man who is undoubtedly the reason the

sisters aren't lost to the streets they embark on new capers. Andraco and Waikeem become the

target of Hill and Hailo and the story begins. What was supposed to be a quick and easy lick

becomes everything but that and the women find themselves torn between what they should do and

what they have to do.Even with hearts as cold as ice the sisters really desire to be loved. When they

come across men that connect with them on a level that reaches far beyond the physical they're left

with the choice to choose love or loyalty.
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Damn! Hendrix was a low down, conniving bitch. He preyed on the girls weaknesses and held their

struggle over their head. To learn of everything he'd done to each one only heightened my hate for

him. Hill took on a responsibility that proved to be too much in the long run. To be indebted to

someone who'll never get enough or let go causes all kinds of problems. Hill and Hailo both met



some solid dudes and I only wished they'd been more forthcoming once their feelings began to

grow. Draco as well as Keem proved they weren't to be messed with and I hope they straight toe

tag Hendrix. Haven is so clueless to a lot and that led to her getting caught up. Draye being a friend

may have cost him so much. I can't wait for part 2 because the girls will see just how their decisions

may have cost them the only ones they wanna be with.

O m g! This storyline was very interesting and kept my attention. I feel so bad for the sisters.

Hendrix is like Satan in human form. At the beginning I was hoping he would be their savior but he

turn out to just be a manipulator. The way he did Haven proves that! I know things aren't gonna end

well but I hope someway somehow, Hailo & Keem will end up together. This book brought out many

emotions. I've read this author in the past but her writing has definitely grown. Im looking forward to

part 2! I will be recommending this book to my friends.

This Author's Books always has the realest Dudes in here. I feel compassion for the sisters

predicament. I think Hailo out of her sisters is the strongest because she stood up to Hendrix and

came clean. Hendrix is nothing but a punk ass pimp and I can't wait til Keem and Draco get him. All

around this is a great read!!!!

Once again another banger ! This book was a little different but I totally enjoyed it . A must read and

I can't wait for part two

Per usual Slaynique comes with a classic storyline and snatches all of our edges. Her writing style is

everything and I can't wait for part 2.

Dominique you never disappoint me. Had me tearing up for a minute but Part 2 I know is about to

be lit.

I can't wait for the second part this book was great. Hopefully the wait won't be to long loved it

Let me tell you how this book took me through it and back then back through it again. First off I don't

nowhere Dominique got Hendrix from but she need to throw him back. I loathed him this entire story

and he gets worse each time. Hill, Hailo and Heaven already had a crappy childhood and he just

made thier adult live worse. Money is the root of all evil, well Hendrix is the root of all evil..I mean



the dog, really. In an attempt to go one of Hendrix mission the girl find themselves in unexpected

situations. Their vibes changes, they started to see who they were, but then there is Hendrix. He

made my life a living hell reading, I just knew thing were going to flourish. I really feel bad for Hailo,

she was really doing her thing, but writing your feelings has a way of bitting you back. I know part to

is going to be a straight hell raiser cause with the changed of events somebody need to get that a**

tagged..Hendrix.
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